A lot of people walked with us on CROP Hunger Walk day in spite of the weather – a truly inspiring effort on behalf of people around the block and around the world! At the same time, the weather understandably kept some Walkers away.

Consequently, hunger-fighting programs here in our community and vital efforts our CROP Hunger Walk helps make possible worldwide – initiatives that are giving children and families a hand up worldwide – are in jeopardy.

But together, we can find the silver lining and turn back those clouds!

- If you were able to walk in spite of the weather, THANK YOU! Now be sure to collect any outstanding pledges. Your sponsor may want to give something extra to fight hunger because of your extra effort.
- If you were unable to walk because of the weather, we appreciate your efforts. PLEASE take the next step and collect ALL your pledges and turn them in to your recruiter. Every gift is more important than ever!
- If you or your church wants to give a special SILVER LINING gift to help end hunger and help offset the support that may have been lost due to weather, that too will be greatly appreciated. Checks should be payable to CWS / CROP and turned into your congregation’s recruiter.

All our efforts are making an important difference for our neighbors in need, both near and far! Thanks for your active caring and faithful sharing!